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Abstract. Cloud computing is a ubiquitous paradigm. It has been responsible for
a fundamental change in the way distributed computing is performed. The possibility to outsource the installation, maintenance and scalability of servers, added
to competitive prices, makes this platform highly attractive to the industry. Despite this, privacy guarantees are still insufficient for data processed in the cloud,
since the data owner has no real control over the processing hardware. This work
proposes a framework for database encryption that preserves data secrecy on an
untrusted environment and retains searching and updating capabilities. It employs
order-revealing encryption to provide selection with time complexity in Θ(log n),
and homomorphic encryption to enable computation over ciphertexts. When compared to the current state of the art, our approach provides higher security and
flexibility. A proof-of-concept implementation on top of MongoDB is offered and
presents an 11-factor overhead for a selection query over an encrypted database.

1. Introduction
Cloud computing is a ubiquitous paradigm. From mobile to scientific computing, the industry increasingly embraces cloud services and take advantage of their potential to improve
availability and reduce operational costs [Hoffa et al. 2008, Dinh et al. 2013]. Despite this,
the cloud cannot be blindly trusted since malicious parties may have full access to the server
and consequently to data. This includes external entities exploiting vulnerabilities, governmental institutions requesting information, and even curious cloud administrators. The data
owner has no real control over the processing hardware and therefore cannot guarantee the
secrecy of data [Xiao and Xiao 2013].
The risk of confidentiality breach caused by insecure use of cloud computing is
real. As examples, we can mention PRISM, a surveillance program from the USA government that forced cloud companies to provide user data [Greenwald and MacAskill 2013,
Weber 2014]; the Ashley Madison case, when personal data of millions of users was
leaked by malicious parties exploiting security vulnerabilities [Thomsen 2015]; and the
Yahoo data breach, possibly the largest known and affecting about 500 million accounts [BBC News 2016]. These security issues contribute to a growing crisis of confidence
and leads domestic and corporate users to slow down the adoption of the cloud. There are
estimates that the disclosures about PRISM may imply in a reduction of financial income
from U$ 35 billion to U$ 180 billion for the cloud computing market in 2016 [Miller 2014].
This could be avoided if data was encrypted by the user and kept this way all the time,
staying secret to the application and the cloud.
The problem of using standard encryption in an entire database is that it eliminates
the capability to select records or evaluate arbitrary functions without the cryptographic
keys. This reduces the cloud to a complex and huge storage service, discarding several

advantages it offers. Searchable encryption enables the cloud to manipulate encrypted data
on behalf of a client without learning information. Hence, it solves both of aforementioned
problems, keeping confidentiality in regard to the cloud but retaining some of its interesting
features.
This work follows the state of the art and proposes directives to the modeling of
a searchable encrypted database [Popa et al. 2011, Bösch et al. 2014]. We define the main
primitives of a relational algebra necessary to keep the database functional, while adding enhanced privacy-preserving properties. A set of cryptographic tools is used to construct each
of these primitives. It is composed by order-revealing encryption to enable data selection,
homomorphic encryption for evaluation of arbitrary functions, and a standard symmetric
scheme to protect and add flexibility to the handling of general data. In particular, our proposal of a selection primitive achieves time complexity of Θ(log n). Moreover, we provide
a security analysis and performance evaluation to estimate the impact on execution time and
space consumption, and a conceptual implementation that validates the framework. It works
on top of MongoDB, a popular document-based database, and is implemented as a wrapper
over its Python driver. Its source code was made available to the community under a GNU
GPLv3 license [Alves 2016].
When compared to CryptDB [Popa et al. 2011], our proposal provides stronger security since it is able to keep data confidentiality even in the case of a compromise of the
database and application servers. Since CryptDB delegates to the application server the
capability to derive users’ cryptographic keys, it is not able to provide such security guarantees. Futhermore, our work is database-agnostic. This way, it is not limited to SQL but can
be applied on different key-value-like databases.

2. Building blocks
Next, we revisit basic security notions and special properties that make a cryptosystem suitable to a certain context.
2.1. Security notions
Ciphertext indistinguishability is an important property that can be used to analyze the security of a cryptosystem. Two scenarios are considered, when an adversary has and does not
have access to an oracle that provides decryption capabilities. Usually these scenarios are
evaluated through a game in which an adversary tries to acquire knowledge about ciphertexts
generated by a challenger [Bellare et al. 1998].
Indistinguishability under chosen plaintext attack - IND-CPA. In the IND-CPA game
the challenger generates a pair (P K,SK) of cryptographic keys, makes P K public and
keeps SK secret. An adversary has as objective to recognize a ciphertext created from a
randomly chosen message from a known two-element message set. A polynomially bounded
number of operations is allowed, including encryption (but not decryption), over P K and
the ciphertexts. A cryptosystem is indistinguishable under chosen plaintext attack if no
adversary is able to achieve the objective with non-negligible probability.
Indistinguishability under chosen ciphertext attack/adaptive chosen ciphertext attack
- IND-CCA and IND-CCA2 This type of indistinguishability differs from IND-CPA due

to the adversary having access to a decryption oracle. In this game the challenge is again to
recognize a ciphertext as described before, but now the adversary is able to use decryption
results. This new game has two versions, non-adaptive and adaptive. In the non-adaptive
version, IND-CCA, the adversary may use the decryption oracle until it receives the challenge ciphertext. On the other hand, in the adaptive version he is allowed to use the decryption oracle even after that event. For obvious reasons, the adversary cannot send the
challenge ciphertext to the decryption oracle. A cryptosystem is indistinguishable under
chosen ciphertext attack/adaptive chosen ciphertext attack if no adversary is able to achieve
the objective with non-negligible probability.
Indistinguishability under an ordered chosen plaintext attack - IND-OCPA Introduced by Boldyreva et al., this notion supposes that an adversary is capable of retrieving
two sequences of ciphertexts resulting of the encryption of any two sequences of messages [Boldyreva et al. 2009]. Furthermore, he knows that both sequences have identical
ordering. The objective of this adversary is to distinguish between these ciphertexts. A
cryptosystem is indistinguishable under an ordered chosen plaintext attack if no adversary
is able to achieve the objective with non-negligible probability.
2.2. Order-revealing encryption (ORE)
Order-revealing encryption schemes are characterized by having, in addition to the usual
set of cryptographic functions like keygen and encrypt, a function capable of comparing
ciphertexts and returning the order of the original plaintext, as shown by Definition 1.
Definition 1 (Order-revealing encryption) Let E be an encryption function, C be a comparison function, and m1 and m2 be plaintexts from the message space. The pair (E, C) is
defined as an encryption scheme with the order-revealing property if:


if m1 < m2 ,
LOWER,
C(E (m1 ) , E (m2 )) = EQUAL,
if m1 = m2 ,


GREATER , otherwise.
This is a generalization of order-preserving encryption (OPE), that fixes C to a simple numerical comparison [Boneh et al. 2015].
Security As argued by Lewi and Wu, the “best-possible” notion of security for ORE
is IND-OCPA, what means that it is possible to achieve indistinguishability of ciphertexts. This property implies a much stronger security guarantee than OPE schemes can
have [Lewi and Wu 2016]. Furthermore, differently from OPE, ORE is not inherently deterministic [Kolesnikov and Shikfa 2012]. For example, Chenette et al. propose an ORE
scheme that applies a pseudo-random function over an OPE scheme, while Lewi and Wu
propose an ORE scheme completely built upon symmetric primitives, capable of limiting the use of the comparison function and reducing the leakage inherent to this routine [Chenette et al. 2016, Lewi and Wu 2016]. Nevertheless, any scheme that reveals numerical order of plaintexts through ciphertexts is vulnerable to inference attacks and frequency analysis, as those described by Naveed et al. over relational databases encrypted
using deterministic and OPE schemes [Naveed et al. 2015]. Although ORE does not completely discard the possibility of such attacks, it offers stronger defenses.

2.3. Homomorphic encryption (HE)
Homomorphic encryption schemes have the property of conserving some plaintext structure
during the encryption process, allowing the evaluation of certain functions over ciphertexts
and obtaining, after decryption, a result equivalent to the same computation applied over
plaintexts. Definition 2 presents this property in a more formal way.
Definition 2 (Homomorphic encryption) Let E and D be a pair of encryption and decryption functions, and m1 and m2 be plaintexts. The pair (E, D) forms an encryption scheme
with the homomorphic property for some operator  if and only if the following holds:
E (m1 ) ◦ E (m2 ) ≡ E (m1  m2 ) .
The operation ◦ in the ciphertext domain is equivalent to  in the plaintext domain.
Homomorphic cryptosystems are classified according to the supported operations
and their limitations. Partially homomorphic encryption schemes (PHE) hold on Definition 2 for either unlimited addition or multiplication operations, while fully homomorphic
encryption schemes (FHE) support both addition and multiplication operations.
Security In terms of security, homomorphic encryption schemes achieve at most
IND-CCA-1 [Bellare et al. 1998]. This is a natural consequence of the design requirements,
since these cryptosystems allow any entity to manipulate ciphertexts. Most of current proposals, however, reach at most IND-CPA and stay secure against attackers without access to
a decryption oracle [Loftus et al. 2012].

3. Searchable encryption
In this section, the problem of searching over encrypted data is formally defined. We present
two state-of-the-art solutions to this problem, namely the CryptDB and Arx database systems.
3.1. The problem
Suppose a scenario where Alice stores a set of documents with an untrusted entity Bob. She
would like to keep this data encrypted because, as defined, Bob is not trustworthy. Alice
also would like to occasionally retrieve a subset of documents accordingly to a predicate
without revealing any sensitive information to Bob. Thus, sharing the decryption key is
not an option. The problem lies in the fact that communication between Alice and Bob
may (and probably will) be constrained. Hence, a naive solution consisting of Bob sending
all documents to Alice and letting her decrypt and select whatever she wants may not be
feasible. Alice must then implement some mechanism to protect her encrypted data so that
Bob will be able to identify the desired documents without knowing their contents or the
selection criteria [Song et al. 2000].
An approach that Alice can take is to create an encrypted index as in Definition 3.
Definition 3 (Searching on an encrypted index) Suppose a database DB
=
(m1 , . . . , mn ) and a list W = (W1 , . . . , Wm ) of sets of keywords such that Wi
contains keywords for mi . The following routines are needed to build and search on an
encrypted index:

B UILD I NDEXK (DB, W): The list W is encrypted using a searchable scheme under a
key K and results in a searchable encrypted index I. This process may not be
reversible (e.g., if a hash function is used). The routine outputs I.
T RAPDOORK (F): This function receives a predicate F and outputs a trapdoor T .
The latter is defined as the information needed to search I and find records that
satisfy F.
S EARCHI (T ): It iterates through I applying T and outputs every record that returns
T RUE for the input trapdoor.
This way, Alice is able to keep her data stored with Bob and remain capable of
selecting subsets of it without leaking information [Bösch et al. 2014].
3.2. CryptDB
CryptDB is a software layer that provides capabilities to store data in a remote database and
query over it without revealing sensitive information to the database management system
(DBMS). It introduces a proxy layer responsible to encrypt and adjust queries to the database
and decrypt the outcome [Popa et al. 2011].
The context in which CryptDB stands is a typical structure of database-backed applications, consisting of a DBMS server and a separate application server. To query a database,
a predicate is generated by the application and processed by the proxy before it is sent to the
DBMS server. The user interacts exclusively with the application server and is responsible
for keeping the password secret. This password is provided on login to the proxy (via application) that derives all the keys required to interact with the database. When the user logs
out, it is expected that the proxy deletes their keys.
Data encryption is done through “onions”. These are defined as layers of encryption that are combined to provide different functionalities. Modeling a database involves
evaluating the meaning of each attribute and predicting the operations it must support. In
particular, keyword-searching as described in Definition 3 is implemented as proposed in
Song’s work [Song et al. 2000].
The authors address two types of threats with CryptDB: curious database administrators who try to snoop and acquire information about client’s data; and an adversary that
gains complete control of application and DBMS servers. The first threat is achieved through
the encryption of stored data and the ability to query it without any decryption or knowledge about its content. The second threat, as the authors claims, applies only to logged-out
clients. In the described scenario, the cryptographic keys relative to data in the database
are handled by the application server. Thus, if the application server is compromised, all
the keys it possesses at that moment (that are expected to be only from logged-in users) are
leaked to the attacker.
3.3. Arx
Arx is a database system alternative to CryptDB [Poddar et al. 2016]. It targets much
stronger security properties and claims to protect the database with the same level of regular
AES-based encryption1 , achieving IND-CPA security. This is a direct consequence of the
1

The Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) is a well-established symmetric block cipher enabling high
performance implementation in hardware and software [Daemen and Rijmen 1999].

almost exclusively use of AES to construct selection operators, even on range queries. This
not only brings strong security but also good performance, due to efficiency of symmetric
primitives, sometimes even benefiting from hardware implementations. The building blocks
used for searching follow those described previously. Futhermore they apply a different
AES key for each keyword when generating the trapdoor.
At its core, Arx introduces two database indexes, A RX -R ANGE for range and orderby-limit queries and A RX -EQ for equality queries, both built on top of AES. The former
uses an obfuscation strategy to protect the data it compares and does not leak any information, while enabling searches in logarithmic time. The latter embeds a counter into each
repeating value. This ensures that the encryption of both are different, protecting it against
frequency analysis. Using a small token provided by the client, the database is able to expand it in many search tokens and return all the occurrences desired, allowing an index to
be built over encrypted data.
The context in which Arx stands is similar to CryptDB. However, the authors consider the data owner as the application itself. This way, it simplifies the security measures
and considers the responsibility to keep the application server secure outside of its scope.

4. Proposed framework
The goal of the proposed framework is to develop a database model capable of storing
encrypted records and applying relational algebra primitives on it without the knowledge of
any cryptographic keys or the need for decryption. A trade-off between performance and
security is desirable, however we completely discard deterministic encryption whenever
is possible for security reasons. The applicability of this framework goes beyond SQL
databases. Besides the relational algebra hereby used to describe the framework, it can be
extended to key-value, document-oriented, full text and several other databases classes that
keeps the same attribute structure.
The three main operations needed to build a useful database are insertion, selection
and update. Once data is loaded, being able to select only those pieces that correspond
to an arbitrary predicate is the fundamental block to construct more complex operations,
as grouping and equality joins. This functionality is fundamental when there is a physical
separation between the database and the data owner, otherwise high demand for bandwidth
is incurred to transmit large fractions of the database records. Furthermore, real data is
frequently mutable and thus the database must support updates to remain useful.
We define as secure a system model that guarantees that the data owner is the only
entity capable of revealing data, which can be achieved by his exclusive possession of the
cryptographic keys. Thus, a fundamental aspect of our proposal is the scenario in which the
database and the application server handle data with minimum knowledge.
Lastly, the framework does not ensure integrity, freshness or completeness of results
returned to the application or the user, since an adversary that compromises the database in
some way can delete or alter records. We consider this threat to be outside the scope of this
framework.
4.1. Classes of attributes
Records in an encrypted database are composed by attributes. These consist of a name and
a value, that can be an integer, float, string or even a binary blob. Values of attributes are

classified according to their purpose:
An immutable value only used for storage. It is not expected to be evaluated
with any function, so there is no special requirement for the encryption.
index
Used for building a single or multivalued searchable index. It should enable one
to verify if an arbitrary term is contained in a set without the need to acquire
knowledge of their content.
computable A mutable value. It supports the evaluation with arithmetic circuits and ensures
obtaining, after decryption, a result equivalent to the same circuit applied over
plaintexts.
static

The implementation of each attribute must satisfy the requirements without leaking
any vital information beyond those related directly with the attribute objective (i.e.: order
for index attributes). Since the name of an attribute reveals information, it may need to be
protected as well. However, the acknowledgement of an attribute is done using its name,
so even anonymous attributes must be traceable in a query. An option for anonymizing the
attribute name is to treat it as an index.
The aforementioned cryptosystems are natural suggestions to be applied within these
classes. Since static is a class for storage only and has no other requirements, any scheme
with appropriate security levels and performance may be used, as AES. On the other hand,
index and computable attributes are immediate applications of ORE and HE schemes. Particularly, the latter defines the HE scheme according to the required operations. Attributes
that require only one operation can be implemented with a PHE scheme, which provides
good performance; while those that requires addition and multiplication must use FHE and
deal with the performance issues.
Definition 4 (Secure ORE) Let E and C be, respectively, an encryption and a comparison function. The pair (E, C) forms an encryption scheme with the order-revealing
property defined as “secure” if and only if it satisfies Definition 1; the encryption of a
message m can be written as E(m) = (cL , cR ) = (EL (m), ER (m)), where EL and ER
are complementary encryption functions; and the comparison between two ciphertexts
c1 and c2 is done by C (cL1 , cR2 ). This way, C may be applied without the complete
knowledge of the ciphertexts.
In order to build a secure and efficient index, an ORE scheme that corresponds to
Definition 4 should be used. We define the search framework as in Definition 5.
Definition 5 (Encrypted search framework) Let S be a set of words, sk a secret key,
and an ORE scheme (E NC, C MP) that satisfies Definition 4. The operations required for
an encrypted search over S are defined as follows:
B UILD I NDEXsk (S) Output the set
S ∗ = {cR | (cL , cR ) = E NCsk (w), ∀w ∈ S} .
T RAPDOORsk (w) Output the trapdoor
Tw = (cL | (cL , cR ) = E NCsk (w)) .

S EARCHS ∗ , r (Tw ) To select all records in S ∗ with the relation r ∈ {LOWER, EQUAL,
GREATER } to a word w, one computes the trapdoor Tw and iterates through S ∗
looking for the records w∗ ∈ S ∗ that satisfy
C MP (Tw , w∗ ) = r.
The set Ŝ with all the elements in S ∗ that satisfy this equation is returned.

4.2. Database operations
A relational algebra for database operations can be built over six main operations to query
on related sets of data: selection, projection, rename, Cartesian product, union and difference [Codd 1983]. They are defined as follows.
1. Selection (σ): The selection of entries in the database is done exclusively using index
attributes.
(a) index: The user wants all records with the relationship r when compared
to an arbitrary word w in an index attribute, where r ∈ {LOWER, EQUAL,
GREATER }. The trapdoor Tw = T rapdoorsk (w) is sent to the server that
executes S EARCH for the desired r.
2. Projection (π): Attribute names may or may not be encrypted.
(a) encrypted: If encrypted, a deterministic scheme is used or they are treated as
index values.
i. deterministic scheme: The user defines a set A of attribute names
and computes A∗ = {Enc(a) | a ∈ A} using the encryption function
related to the deterministic scheme chosen. A∗ is sent to the server
that returns only the records with names in it.
ii. index: The user defines a set A of attribute names, computes A∗ =
{T rapdoorsk (a) | a ∈ A} and sends it to the server, that selects the
projected attributes through the operation S EARCH.
(b) unencrypted: Unencrypted attribute names may be sent to and selected by
the server using a standard algorithm.
3. Rename (ρ): Attribute names may or may not be encrypted.
(a) encrypted: If encrypted, a deterministic scheme is used or they are treated as
index values.
i. deterministic scheme: The user picks an attribute A and the new name
B and computes (A∗ , B ∗ ) = (Enc(A), Enc(B)) using the encryption function related to the deterministic scheme chosen. (A∗ , B ∗ ) is
sent to the server that applies a standard algorithm.
ii. index: The user picks an attribute A and the new name B and computes (A∗ , B ∗ ) = (T rapdoorsk (A), (cR | (cL , cR ) = Encsk (B))).
(A∗ , B ∗ ) is sent to the server, that selects attributes related to A∗ as
EQUAL through the operation S EARCH and renames the result to B ∗ .
(b) unencrypted: Unencrypted attribute names may be renamed by the server
using a standard algorithm.
4. Cartesian product (×): The Cartesian product of two datasets encrypted with the
same keys is executed using a standard algorithm.

5. Difference (−): The difference between two datasets A and B encrypted with the
same keys is defined as A − B = σnot in B (A), that means a selection in A of all
elements not contained in B.
6. Union (∪): The union of two datasets encrypted with the same keys is defined as
A ∪ B = A + (B − A), where + is the usual set operator.
In addition, three other important operations must be defined to complete the set of
operators:
7. Insert: Encrypted data is provided and added to the database using a standard algorithm.
8. Intersect (∩): The intersection of two sets A and B encrypted with the same keys is
defined as A ∩ B = σin B (A).
9. Update: An update operation is defined as a selection followed by the evaluation of
a computable attribute by a supported homomorphic operation.
This set of operators enables operating over an encrypted database without the
knowledge of cryptographic keys or acquiring sensitive information from user queries.
4.3. Security analysis
We assume the scenario in which the data owner has exclusive possession of cryptographic
keys. This way, insertions to the database must be locally encrypted before being sent to
the server. The database or the application never deals with plaintext data. Our framework thus has the advantage over CryptDB of preserving privacy even in the outcome of a
compromised database or application server.
Despite being conceptual similar to OPE, ORE is able to address several security limitations of it. ORE does not necessarily generate ciphertexts that reveal their order by design, but allows someone to protect this information and only reveals it through
specific functions. ORE is able to achieve the IND-OCPA security notion and adds randomization to ciphertexts. Those characteristics make it much safer against inference attacks [Naveed et al. 2015]. The proposal of Lewi and Wu goes even beyond that and is
capable of limiting the use of the comparison function [Lewi and Wu 2016]. Their scheme
generates a ciphertext that can be decomposed into left and right components such that a
comparison between two ciphertexts requires only a left component of one ciphertext and
the right component of the other. This way, the authors argue that robustness against such
attacks is ensured since the database dump may only contain the right component, that is
encrypted using semantically-secure encryption.
Nonetheless, an eavesdropper is capable of recognizing repeated queries by observing the outcome of a selection. This weakness may still be used for inference attacks, that
can breach confidentiality from related attributes. This issue can get worse if the trapdoor
is deterministic, when there is no other solution than implementing a key refreshment algorithm. Besides that, the knowledge of the numerical order between every pair of elements
in a sequence may leak information depending on the application. This problem manifests
itself in our proposal on the σ primitive if it uses a weak index structure, like a naive sequential index. A balanced-tree-based structure, on the other hand, obscures the numerical order
of elements in different branches. This way, an attacker is capable of recovering the order of
up to O(log n) database elements and somewhat infer about the others, in a database with n
elements.

Finally, B UILD I NDEX is not able to hide the quantity of records that share the same
index. This way, one is able to make inferences about those by the number of records. There
is also no built-in protection for the number of entries in the database. A workaround is to
fix the size of each static attribute value and round the quantity of records in the database
using padding. This approach increases secrecy but also the storage overhead.
4.4. Performance analysis
The application of ORE as the main approach to build a database index provides an
extremely important contribution to selection queries. S EARCH does not require walking through all the records testing a trapdoor, but only a logarithmic-smaller subset of it
when implemented over an optimal index structure, as an AVL tree or B-tree based structure [Sedgewick 1983]. This characteristic is highlighted on union, intersection and difference operations, that work by comparing and selecting elements in different groups.
Moreover, current proposals in the state of the art of ORE enjoys the good performance
provided by symmetric primitives and does not require more expensive approaches such as
public-key cryptography [Chenette et al. 2016, Lewi and Wu 2016, Boneh et al. 2015]. In
particular, although fully homomorphic cryptosystems promises to fulfill this task, it is still
prohibitively expensive for real-world deployments [Boneh et al. 2013].
Space consumption is also affected. Ciphertexts are computed as a combination of
the plaintext with random data. This way, a non-trivial expansion rate is expected. Differently from speed overheads which are affected by a single attribute type, all attributes suffer
with the expansion rate of encryption.
4.5. Capabilities and limitations
Our framework is capable of providing an always-encrypted database that preserves secrecy
as long as the data owner keeps the cryptographic keys secure. One is able to select records
through index and apply arbitrary operations on attributes defined as computable. Furthermore, it increases the security of data but maintaining the computational complexity of
standard relational primitives, achieving a fair trade-off between security and performance.
Although the framework has no constraints about attributes classified as both index
and computable, there is no known encryption scheme in the literature capable of satisfying
all the requirements. This way, the relational model of the database must be as precise
as possible when assigning attributes to each class, specially because the costs of a model
refactor can be prohibitive.
Some scenarios appear to be more compatible with an encrypted database as described than others. An e-mail service, for example, can be trivially adapted. The e-mails
received by a user are stored in encrypted form as static and some heuristic is applied on
its content to generate a set of keywords to be used on B UILD I NDEX. This heuristic may
use all unique words in the e-mail, for example. The sender address may be an important
value for querying as well, so it may be stored as an index. To optimize common queries, a
secondary collection of records may be instantiated with, for example, counters. The quantity of e-mails received from a particular sender, how often a term appears or how many
messages are received in a time frame. Storing this metadata information in a secondary
data collection avoids some of the high costs of searching in the main dataset.
However, our proposal fails when the user wants to search for something that was
not previously expected. For example, regular expressions. Suppose a query that searches

for all the sentences that start with “Attack” and end with “dawn”, or all the e-mails on the
domain “gmail.com”. If these patterns were not foreseen when the keyword index was built,
then no one will be able to correctly execute this selection without the decryption of the
entire database. Since the format of the strings is lost on encryption, this kind of search is
impossible on our proposal.

5. Implementation
A proof-of-concept implementation of the proposed framework was developed aiming at the
popular document-based database MongoDB [Chodorow and Dirolf 2010] and made available to the community under a GNU GPLv3 license [Alves 2016]. It is written in Python
and works as a wrapper on its driver. This way, it becomes database-agnostic and limits the
database server to dealing with encrypted data. Table 1 provides the schemes used for each
attribute class, the parameter size and its security level.
Table 1. Chosen cryptosystems for each attribute presented in Section 4.

Attribute
static
index
computable - add
computable - mul

Cryptosystem
AES
Lewi-Wu
Paillier
ElGamal

Parameters
128 bits
128 bits
3072 bits
3072 bits

Security level
128 bits
128 bits
128 bits
128 bits

Lewi-Wu’s ORE scheme relies on symmetric primitives and achieves IND-OCPA.
The authors claim that this is more secure than all existing OPE and ORE schemes
which are practical [Lewi and Wu 2016]. Finally, Paillier and ElGamal are known
public-key schemes. Both achieve IND-CPA and are based in the integer factorization and discrete logarithm problems, respectively. Paillier supports homomorphic addition, while ElGamal provides homomorphic multiplication. Both are defined as PHE
schemes [Paillier 1999, ElGamal 1985]. The implementation of AES was provided by pycrypto toolkit [Litzenberger 2016], while Lewi-Wu, Paillier and ElGamal were implemented
with our own code.
Table 2. Attribute structure of elements in the synthetic dataset.

Name
e-mail
firstname
surname
country
age
text

Value type
string
string
string
string
integer
string

Class
static
static
static
static
index
static

To measure the computational costs of managing an encrypted database, four synthetic variable-sized datasets were generated with the structure described in Table 2. Each
one was loaded in encrypted and unencrypted form to a stock MongoDB database using insertion element-by-element by a Python script. An AVL tree was used as index for the documents through the attribute “age”. While it was possible to index the unencrypted database
natively, it was not so simple with the encrypted version. MongoDB is not friendly to custom index structures or comparators, so we decided to construct the structure with Python

code and then insert it into the database using pointers based on MongoDB’s native identity
codes. This way, walking through the index tree depends on a database-external operation
at Python-side, calling MongoDB’s FIND method to localize documents related to left/right
pointers starting from the tree root. Encrypting this document structure took 2.13ms in a Intel Xeon E5-2630 CPU at 2.60GHz. As can be seen in Figure 1, the performance overhead
on queries in the encrypted database goes from 7 to 11 times.
Figure 1. Time required to perform a selection query on encrypted and unencrypted
databases in the worst case scenario for an AVL tree index. The measures are the
average of 100 independent executions.

Besides the need to walk through the AVL tree using database-external operations,
these results are comparable to those related to Arx [Poddar et al. 2016] and one magnitude higher than CryptDB [Popa et al. 2011]. This way, it is expected that an efficient implementation, capable of executing searches completely inside MongoDB, will present an
expressive speedup compared with the state of the art.

6. Conclusion
We presented the problem of searching in encrypted data and a proposal of a framework that
guides the modeling of a database with support to this functionality. This is achieved by
combining different cryptographic concepts and using different cryptosystems to satisfy the
requirements of each attribute, like order-revealing encryption and homomorphic encryption. Over this approach, six main relational algebra operations were redefined to support
encrypted data: selection, projection, rename, Cartesian product, union and difference. An
overview of the security provided is discussed, as well as an analysis about the impact in
database performance. We present a proof-of-concept implementation in Python over the
document-based database MongoDB. A selection query on the worst case scenario was up
to 11 times slower on the encrypted database. In comparison with CryptDB our proposal
provides higher security, since it delegates exclusively to the data owner the responsibility
of encrypting and decrypting data. This way, privacy holds even in a scenario of database or
application compromised.

As future work, we intend to focus on performance and pursuit an efficient implementation of this framework.
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